In this study, we will introduce arithmetical operations on dual hyperbolic numbers w x y ju jv      and hyperbolic complex numbers w x iy ju ijv     which forms a commutative ring. Then, we will investigate dual hyperbolic number valued functions and hyperbolic complex number valued functions. One can see that these functions have similar properties.
Introduction
It is well known that the hypercomplex numbers systems [1] are commutative instances of hypercomplex numbers systems which are defined in two-dimensions [4] . Also, the quaternion which was introduced by Hamilton [5] is an instance of hypercomplex numbers systems and defined in four dimensions, but non-commutative [4] . Hyperbolic numbers with complex coefficients are introduced by J. Cockle in 1848, [6] and called 4-dimensional tessarines, [7] . Furthermore, Rochon and Shapiro presented, in a unified manner, a variety of algebraic properties of both bicomplex numbers and hyperbolic numbers, [8] . H. H. Cheng introduced dual numbers with complex coefficients and called complex dual numbers which are also commutative, [9] . Similarly, we introduced hyperbolic numbers with dual coefficients and called dual hyperbolic numbers. We can show that this number system is commutative. Also, in analogy to complex dual numbers, we called complex hyperbolic numbers which are the hyperbolic numbers with complex coefficients (4-dimensional tessarines). It is clear that there is no differences between complex hyperbolic numbers and hyperbolic complex numbers, dual hyperbolic numbers and hyperbolic dual numbers, complex dual numbers and dual complex numbers.
In this paper, we are going to focus on dual hyperbolic numbers, hyperbolic complex numbers and their functions.
Dual Hyperbolic Numbers
A dual hyperbolic number is defined as below:
and the set of these numbers denoted by
A hyperbolic dual number is defined as below:
A dual hyperbolic number or hyperbolic dual number can be written in terms of its base elements   properties:
where  designates the pure dual unit, j designates the hyperbolic unit, and j  designates the dual hyperbolic unit. 
Algebraic Properties and Operations
The arithmetic operations of dual hyperbolic numbers are defined for every 1 
The Conjugations and Modulus in Dual Hyperbolic Numbers
We shall define three kinds of conjugations in dual hyperbolic numbers. 
The first kind of conjugation

2.3.4
The Modulus We define the different moduli with respect to three kinds of conjugation as follows: 
In a similar way, we can obtain the corresponding matrix to linear transformation f according to basis {1, , , } jj , 
Algebraic Properties and Operations
  1 2 1 2 : f d jd f d jd    (6)w d d d d       22 1 2 1 2 1 2 j d d d d     ,      1 2 1 2 1 2 sqrt w d d d d       1 2 1 2 1 2 j d d d d     , 1 2 1 2 0, 0 d d d d     ,        1 2 2 2 2 1 2 d d d d   ,          1 2 1 2 1 sin 2 w sin d d sin d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j sin d d sin d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 cos w cos d d cos d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j cos d d cos d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 tan 2 tan w d d tan d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j tan d d tan d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 asin w asin d d asin d d          1 2 1 2 1 2 j asin d d asin d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 acos w acos d d acos d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j acos d d acos d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 atan w atan d d atan d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j atan d d atan d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 sinh w sinh d d sinh d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j sinh d d sinh d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 cosh w cosh d d cosh d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j cosh d d cosh d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 tanh w tanh d d tanh d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j tanh d d tanh d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 asinh w asinh d d asinh d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j asinh d d asinh d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 acosh w acosh d d acosh d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j acosh d d acosh d d     ,          1 2 1 2 1 2 atanh w atanh d d atanh d d           1 2 1 2 1 2 j atanh d d atanh d d     .
Complex Hyperbolic Numbers
The complex hyperbolic number w is defined with aid of hyperbolic numbers
which also called split-complex or double numbers [10] [11] [12] , with complex coefficients as
Hence, the set of complex hyperbolic numbers can be obtained as
Similarly, we can define the hyperbolic complex numbers set via complex numbers with hyperbolic coefficients as w w w w w w  , 1 2 3 ,, w w w  .
Thus, we showed that this numbers system is a commutative ring. We can define the arithmetic operations as following table,
